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In our previous work [e.g. 1,2] we tried to find a dating method for native gold samples based on the U n h -  
4He and U-136Xe methods. First results for Brusson (Northern Italy) vein-type gold [2] appeared to agree with 
those for the K-40Ar age of associated muscovite (32 Ma [3]). However, these results were not very reliable since 
they were obtained by analyzing He, Th, and U in different splits of a sample, where concentrations often vary 
considerably. Moreover, for placer gold from the Napf area (Central Switzerland) we calculated ages of -500 Ma 
[2], inconsistent with its supposed Tertiary origin. Here we present new U, He, and Xe data measured in the same 
splits of several samples [cf. 21. These data do not confirm the u ~ T h - ~ H e  ages for Brusson vein-type and Elvo 
placer gold given in [2]; instead we have gained more insight into the nature of noble gases present in native gold 
from their outgassing behavior in stepped heating experiments. 

Fig. 1 is a plot of 4He versus 40Ar, for various Alpine gold samples, where 40Ar, = 40Artot - 296 x 3 6 ~ r .  A 
strong correlation is evident not only for total extractions (closed symbols), but even for single temperature steps 
(open symbols). To explain these data by in-situ-produced radiogenic gases, a correlation between K and U would 
be required, but even then He should be released prior to Ar, as observed, e.g., in meteorites. In any case we know 
that 4 0 ~ r ,  is an inherited component, since measured K concentrations in Brusson gold can account for only -1% 
of 40Ar, assuming an age of 30 Ma [4]. Because a correlation between in-situ-produced He and trapped Ar is very 
improbable, we infer that most 4He in the gold samples shown in Fig. 1 is trapped as well. The similar release 
patterns for He and Ar indicate that both gases are concentrated in fluid inclusions and, therefore, are released 
simultaneously during break-up. 

If 4He in Alpine gold is trapped, then what has happened to the 4He produced in-situ? 4He production 
expected from U and Th decay during -30 Ma is comparable to 4He concentrations found in the samples, so in- 
situ-produced He would have to be largely lost. A preferential loss of radiogenic (in-situ-produced) He over 
trapped He is not an uncommon feature [e.g. 51. Radioactive elements may be concentrated in accessory minerals, 
and radiation damages favor the loss of He atoms. 

We have also analyzed a series of gold samples from the Sabie-Pilgrim's Rest gold field (Eastern Trans~aal, 
South Africa). Temperature step extraction data for five single samples show similar correlations between 4He and 
40Ar, as observed for Alpine gold, with 4~e /40Ar ,  ratios from 0.7 to 2.6 in the different samples. In comparison, 
Alpine gold yields 4He/40~r ,  = 4. A higher ratio for trapped gas in Tertiary than in Archean gold is expected 
because 4 0 ~  has a shorter half-life than 2 M ~ ,  resulting in a decrease with time of crustal 4 0 ~ r  relative to 4He. 

In the above discussion, we have assumed that all 4He has a radiogenic origin (although it was not produced 
in-situ). This assumption is supported by the observation that  ON^, " ~ r ,  8 4 ~ r ,  and 1 3 2 ~ e  are present in nearly 
atmospheric ratios in gold, whereas 4He/20~e ratios from a few hundred to > lo4 are observed (air: 4 ~ e / 2 0 ~ e  = 
0.32). We also measured the %e14~e  ratio in Brusson gold and obtained (0.22 k 0.18).10-~ (20 error), confirming 
that the contribution from atmospheric He (3He/4He = 1.4~10-~)  is small. The 3 ~ e / 2 0 ~ e  ratio of > is more than 
two orders of magnitude above the atmospheric value, indicating the presence of crustal or mantle He. 

Whereas Brusson gold and most Sabie-Pilgrim's Rest samples release He and Ar at temperatures <800°C, a 
completely different pattern is observed for placer gold from Central Switzerland, which outgasses He mainly at 
-10o0C [I]. These samples have considerably elevated, yet highly variable absolute He concentrations up to 
5000.10-s cm3 STPIg. An extreme case is a paleo-placer sample from the East Driefontain gold mine 
(Witwatersrand, South Africa) with 4He = 163,000.10-s cm3 STP/g. We have suspected such samples before to 
contain zircons or other U-rich minerals which were worked into the gold grains during transport in the river [2], 
therefore we have taken special care to remove such minerals in our latest experiments involving 3 large-grained 
splits of Grosse Fontanne (Napf area, Central Switzerland; -1g each) and 3 splits of Elvo (south of Brusson; -2g 
each). Optical inspection under ultraviolet light did not reveal the presence of any zircons. However, He 
abundances were clearly elevated in all six splits, and in fact after dissolution of the outgassed gold in aqua regia a 
few undissolved minerals - probably zircons - were observed, confirming that the high and varying He 
concentrations in placer gold samples are due to admixed or adjacent U-rich minerals. 
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Fig. 2 shows a correlation of 4He and 136Xe for those Elvo and Grosse Fontanne splits; included is also an 
earlier analysis of Kriimpelgraben, another placer gold sample from the Napf area. Data points for Elvo and Napf 
area placer gold, respectively, lie on straight lines as expected for constant trapped gas abundances and for 
radiogenic He and fission Xe (Xed produced in-situ from U. The slopes of the lines, corresponding to 136Xe%~e, 
are 2.25.10-9 and 2.53.10-9, respectively, for the Napf area and Elvo samples. These values are somewhat lower 
than the production ratio from pure U (-5.4.10-9 [6]), indicating Th/U ratios of 5.9 and 4.8, respectively, in the 
minerals where 4He and 1 3 6 ~ e  were produced. 

For two of the Elvo splits, we have so far measured U abundances in gold and accompanying minerals 
separately. They are given in Table 1, together with U F - 4 H e  and ages of U-bearing minerals. It is not 
surprising that the minerals are much older than the gold. ~ j T h - ~ ~ e  and ages agree fairly well, however 
the results for EL-A24 and EL-A26 differ considerably, which may indicate variable ages of U-rich minerals. 

Based on the results presented above, we conclude: (1) u / T ~ - ~ H ~  dating was not successful for the gold 
samples studied to date because of large concentrations of inherited 4He in fluid inclusions and loss of in-situ- 
produced 4He. (2) For placer gold, it is difficult to obtain pure samples which do not contain U-rich minerals, such 
as zircons. (3) For clean gold samples (particularly for vein-type gold), u - I ~ ~ x ~  or 39~r-40Ar dating may be 
alternative methods, since unlike He, fission Xe is not expected to be lost, and 4 0 ~ r  loss may be recognized. 
However, large sample amounts as well as relatively high U concentrations and/or ages are required for the U- 
1 3 6 ~ e  method if accurate results are to be obtained. 
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Table 1 U abundances @pn in relation to total sample weight) in gold and accompanying minerals and U I I ~ ~ H ~  and u - I ~ ~ x ~  ages (Ma) of 
accompanying minerals for two splits of Elvo placer gold, Northern Italy. 

Split # U in Au U in minerals UD'h-4He age u - ~ ~ ~ x ~  age 
Th = 0 Th = 4.8 U 

=-A24 0.200 0.076 879 + 35 437 f 18 940 f 320 
EL-A26 0.484 0.193 1697 f 52 901 + 32 1320 f 250 
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Fig. 1 Correlation of 4 ~ e  and 40Arr (where 40Arr = - Fig. 2 Correlation of 1 3 6 ~ e  and 4 ~ e  for placer gold f m  the Napf 
296 x 36Ar) for Alpine gold samples. Closed symbols represent total area (Central Switzerland) and Elvo river (Northern Italy). The open 
extradions, open symbols show single temperature steps. For Elvo, symbol represents an Elvo split where Xe data had to be wrreded 
only those two splits which did not indicate contamination by U-rich due to technical problems during measurement. Two straight lines 
minerals are included, otherwise only data with 20 uncertainties for Elvo and Napf area gold, respectively, are defined b the data, as 
> 50% were discarded. expected for constant t rappd gas a h d a n c e s  and 'kt I ' ~ e ,  

ratios within each group. 
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